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ABSTRACT: A toy package provides a lower inverted box 
like base on which a to)‘ is supported and enclosed by a cover 
also in the form ofa taller inverted box-like structure. the base 
and cover having juxtaposed marginal ?anges that are secured 
together to compartmentize the toy. the cover being at least in 
part transparent or otherwise constructed to reveal not only 
the to)‘ but alegend-bearing insert describing the to)". 
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TOY PACKAGE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Toys have been heretofore packaged in what are known as 
"blister" packages, usually formed of some well-known type 
of material such as vacuum formed plastic acetate ?lm of 
transparent nature. This material'is inherently relatively plia 
ble and thus causes dif?culty in protecting the toy during ship 
ment, handling etc. When combined with other material such 
as cardboard etc. upon which advertising media or other 
legends can be printed, the same lack of strength occurs, 
besides which the cardboard and ?lm are incompatible as 
respects fasteners other than typical metallic staples etc. It is 
therefore dif?cult to achieve a practicable and attractive 
package at low cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides essentially a composite 
package of mating parts within which the toy is compart 
mented and is additionally con?ned against relative move 
ment so that the wall structure of the package affords protec‘ 
tion against damage despite the light-weight nature of the . 
packaging material. Further, the composite package is so ar 
ranged as to accommodate an advertising or other legend 
bearing insert visible through some part of the package that is 
constructed so as to reveal at least a part of the insert, such as 
by being transparent. The package parts include suitable reen 
forcing structure, mating ?anges that may be readily sealed 
together, transparency so as to reveal the toy, the ability to 
stack likejpackages, and low cost construction. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an “exploded" perspective showing the basic com 
ponents of the package; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged elevation showing the toy (in dotted 
outline) as packaged; 

FIG. 3 is a bottom view of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary section as seen along the 

line 4-4 of FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view of a modi?ed form of 

construction. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The package is especially designed for the packaging of toy 
vehicles, such as that shown in dotted lines in FIGS. 2 and 4, 
wherein a typical toy has a body 10 including front and rear 
wheeled axles l2 and 14, the body including a cab 16 and an 
overlying body part 18, the toy here being substantially a scale 
model of a conventional dump truck. 

Fundamentally, the package includes a base 20, a cover 22 
and an insert 24. The base is in the form of an inverted box of 
low pro?le, here of rectangular shape including a platform 26 
on which the toy is supported and marginal depending wall 
means 28 provided with an outwardly extending peripheral 
?ange 30. Since the base 20 is preferably vacuum formed of 
material such as described above, the foregoing parts are in 
tegral with each other, as are toy-engaging means rising from 
the platform, as at 32 and 34, for engaging the lower parts of 
the toy. In the preferred embodiment shown, each means 32, 
34 is in the form of a pedestal of tapered construction adapted 
to engage respectively in front of and behind the toy axles I2 
and 14 (FIGS. 2 and 4). This con?nes the toy against fore 
and-aft shifting when supported on the platform. Additionally, 
the base is shaped in stepped fashion at 36 and 38 at its front 
and rear ends and also at 40 and 42 at its opposite sides, not 
only to add strength but to provide an under-pocket-Iike struc 
ture that facilitates stacking of similar packages, as indicated 
in FIG. 4, wherein the numeral 44 designates the top of a 
lower similar package. Further, the transverse intermediate 
part of the platform has a plurality of reenforcing ribs 46 to 
provide additional rigidity. For the moment, the insert 24 may 

2 
be put aside and above-described base may be regarded as 

_ supporting the toy from below by its wheels and the pedestals 
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32 and 34 will be seen as confining the toy against fore-and-aft 
shifting on the substantially rigid base. - 
The cover 22 is likewise in the form of an inverted box but 

has a height taller than that of the base so that its top or roof 
48 is spaced considerably above the platform of the base so as 
to provide a space or compartment 50 within which the toy is 
contained. Depending from the roof is a marginal wall means 
52 somewhat loosely or telescopically surrounding the base 
wall means 28 so as to afford a peripheral space 54. The cover 
is likewise preferably vacuum formed of plastic acetate ?lm or 
equivalent material so that the roof and wall means are in 
tegral, as is a peripheral outwardly extending ?ange or lip 56 
on the wall means. When the cover and the base are assem~ 

bled, the ?anges 30 and 56 include means joining same 
together, such means being preferably of any of the well’ 
known heat sealing operations, suggested at 58 in FIG. 4. The 
height of the package is designed for the particular toy to be 
packaged and, as shown in FIG. 2, that portion of the roof 48 
in the area designated 60 engages the toy part 18 so as to con~ 

' ?ne the toy between the base and cover top. 
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In a modi?ed form of the invention, as where the toy in 
cludes a fore portion 18* at a level below a higher rear portion 
10', the cover may be such as that shown at 22' in FIG. 5, and 
may include a depending toy-engaging portion 60' to con?ne 
the toy against vertical shifting. It will be understood of course 
that the remainder of the package may be as described above 
in connection with FIGS. 1-4. 
The insert 24 may be of any conventional material, such as 

cardboard or the like capable of bearing printing or equivalent 
legend, since the base and cover, being-of the aforementioned 
material, do not readily receive imprinting. In this case, the in 
sert is likewise in the form of an inverted box-like construction . 
having a top 62 and depending walls 64, the top being pro 
vided with front and rear apertures or openings 66 and 68 to 
accommodate the pedestals 32 and 34, and the wall means 64 
depends into the space 54. Thus the toy actually is supported 
by the platform of the base means via the top of the insert, and 
the lower portion of the cover wall means, as at 70, being 
transparent or otherwise constructed, reveals the legend that 
is imprinted on the insert wall means 64 as received in the 
space 54. 
When the total assembly is effected, the insert is immovably 

contained in the package, because its wall means depends into 
the space between the base wall 28 and the lower part 70 of 
the cover wall 52 and the toy rests upon the insert top 62. The 
toy itself is con?ned between the base (plus insert) and the 
cover as well as by the upwardly projecting means 32 and 34. 
As a unit package, the construction provides a low-cost rela 
tively rigid structure. In conjunction with stacking with similar 
packages, the stepped constructions at both ends 36 and 38 
and at both sides 40 and 42 provide not only increased rigidity 
but an interlocking that materially facilitates shipping. The in 
sert, being con?ned as aforesaid, remains in place despite han 
dling and affords a medium on which the description etc. of 
the toy may be suitably imprinted. 
We claim: 
1. A packaged toy comprising: a base in the form of an in 

verted box having a top providing a platform and marginal 
wall means depending from the top and provided with an out 
wardly extending peripheral ?ange, a toy supported on the 
platform, said top having integral therewith means projecting 
upwardly therefrom and engaging the toy; a cover in the form 
of an inverted box enclosing and relatively taller than the toy 
and including a top and marginal wall means depending 
therefrom and having a lowervportiontelescoping over and 
about the base wall means, said wall means of the cover having 
an outwardly projecting peripheral ?ange juxtaposed over and 
engaging the base ?ange in face-to-face relation, said cover 
having its top spaced above the platform and including means 
integral with said top for engaging the toy from above; means 
peripherally securing the ?anges together and an inverted 
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box-like insert having a top apertured to accommodate the up 
wardly projecting means on the base and marginal wall means 
depending between the base wall means and the lower portion 
of the cover wall means, said last two wall means being spaced 
apart to receive said insert wall means. 1 

2. The invention de?ned in claim I, 'n which at least a part 
of said lower portion of the wall means of the cover is so con 
structed as to render visible at least the corresponding part of 
the insert wall means. 

3. The invention defined in claim 1, in which at least said 
lower portion of the wall means of the cover is marginally 
transparent so as to render visible the insert wall means. 

4. The invention de?ned in claim 1, in which the toyis a 
vehicle having front and rear wheeled axle means and the up 
wardly projecting means are constructed to engage said 
wheeled axle means to prevent fore-and-aft shifting of the toy. 

5. The invention de?ned in claim 4, in which the platform is 
provided with reinforcing means rigidifying the base. 

6. The invention de?ned in claim 1, in which the toy-engag 
ing means of the cover top depends from said top to con?ne 
the toy between said top and the base platform. 

7. A packaged toy comprising: a base in the form of an in 
verted box having a rectangular horizontal top providing a 
platform and‘ vertically ?at marginal wall means depending 
from the top and provided with an outwardly extending 
horizontal, peripheral ?ange; a wheeled toy supported by its 
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4 
wheels on the platform within the area of the top; a cover in 
the form of a truncated pyramidal inverted box surrounding 
the toy from above and on all sides and including a horizontal 
rectangular top over the toy and depending marginal wall 
means about the toy, said wall means having a lower. vertically 
?at peripheral portion freely telescoped over and about the 
base wall means and .said peripheral portion having integral 
therewith an outwardly projecting horizontal peripheral ?ange 
juxtaposed over and engaging said base ?ange from above in 
face-to-face relation, said ?anges being peripherally coter 
minous as respects each other so that the facing surface areas 
of the ?anges are peripherally substantially uniform; means of 
peripherally uniform tenacity securing the ?anges together 
against separation short of destruction; at least a part of the 
marginal wall means of the base bearing upright indicia facing 
outwardly of the base; and at least a part of the lower portion 
of the cover wall means in register with the aforesaid base part 
being constructed to render said indicia clearly horizontally 
visible from outside the package. 

8. The invention de?ned in claim 7 in which the underside 
of the base has portions adapted to receive and interlock with 
the truncated pyramidal shape of the cover top portion so as 
to enable said top portion to ?t within the underside of the 
base of a similar package stacked atop said cover. 


